Surrey News
The newsletter for BTO members and volunteers in Surrey
Autumn 2021
Welcome to the 2021 Autumn newsletter for BTO members and volunteers in Surrey.
Coronavirus has not gone away this year but, thankfully, we have been able to get out this Spring
and Summer and carry out surveys. Of course Garden BirdWatch and BirdTrack have continued
despite some of the restrictions we had until July of this year. Nearly everyone managed to get out
and carry out their Breeding Bird Survey (BBS) and Andrew Lockett has done some wonderful
work looking at the results. These are set out later in this newsletter.
It was pleasing that the delayed
2020 Breeding Waders of Wet
Meadows survey took place this
summer, organised by Allan
Goddard. As you would expect
very few breeding waders were
found.
However Penny Williams was
lucky to find this wader species
on her first visit to her site but it
was not seen again.
More on the Surrey results for this
Breeding Waders of Wet
Meadows survey later on.

Snipe by Tom Cadwallender/BTO

However before we tell you about this year’s results here is some information about the surveys
with which you could get involved this winter.

Current Surveys
The Wetland Bird Survey (WeBS)
This survey can run all year (the survey year starting in July and ending in June) but some
surveyors only participate during the main survey period which is September through to March
inclusive. It has been said before but this is an ideal survey for those who want to get involved but
are not so good at identifying the not so common birds. Some of the sites are small and only tend
to have some of the more common species on them such as Mallard and Moorhen but counting
their numbers is just as important as numbers of e.g. Redshank or Garganey. As the name
suggests it is waterbirds that are counted rather than all species.
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Here is an example:
Goldsworth Park is
a lake in the middle
of a housing estate.
These are the totals
from all the counts
carried out between
2011 and 2021. As
shown by the graph,
this site has only
had species which
are relatively easy
to identify

The sites below are looking for surveyors :
10K

Unit
Code

Unit

Grid Ref

SU94

Winkworth Arboretum

23041

SU995413

SU95

Brookwood Country Park

23017

SU963575

SU95

Whitmoor Common (Brittons Pond)

23020

SU990531

SU95

Whitmoor Common (other pond)

23031

SU982538

TQ06

Basingstoke Canal -Sheerwater to R Wey

23312

TQ034610

TQ06

Feltham Piscatorial

23263

TQ030696

TQ06

Ri Thames - Walton Bridge to River Wey

23302

TQ082660

TQ07

R Thames - Staines Bridge

23304

TQ032715

TQ14

Milton Court Dorking

23072

TQ155495

TQ16

R Thames - Hurst Park to Molesey Reservoir

24311

TQ133691

TQ16

R Thames - Sunbury Weir to Rivermead Island

23314

TQ107685

TQ17

Ham Common Pond

24012

TQ189717

TQ26

Rosebery Pond, Epsom

24003

TQ20770 60466

TQ27

R Wandle - Mill Close to Beddington Park

24309

TQ283652

TQ27

R Wandle - Mill Close to Goat Bridge

24318

TQ274663

TQ27

R Wandle - Morden Hall Tram crossing to Wandsworth

24316

TQ260715

TQ37

Burgess Park Lake

24029

TQ335780

These are sites which are likely to have the more straightforward species on them so, if you are not
involved with a survey yet, why not give one of these sites a try.
If you are interested in checking out any of the sites please do contact the Local Organiser (details
at the end of this newsletter) and you can be sent a site map showing the boundaries of the site.
As a reminder this survey is carried out on a set Sunday each month.
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This is Winkworth
Arboretum which
is a National
Trust site
(although a public
footpath does run
alongside the
lake). There
were quite a few
Little Grebe
breeding there
this Spring and
Grey Wagtail
were present too.
Why not take the
site on.
If none of these sites are close to you, it may be possible to create a new site on a stretch of a
river or canal. Have a look at this map to see if the river/canal is already a WeBS site
https://app.bto.org/websonline/sites/vacant/vacant-sites.jsp#region=102
To give you an idea of the species seen in the region In the two pictures below you can see the
difference in species are reported by comparing January 2021 with June 2021. The pictures use
the codes the BTO uses for birds e.g. WA stands for Water Rail. The following link will take you to
a list of the species codes used by the BTO:
https://www.bto.org/sites/default/files/u10/downloads/taking-part/species_codes.pdf

BirdTrack
Since the last article about BirdTrack the opening screen on entering data has changed (not via the
App at the moment). This is because you can now record other taxa. You can enter your records
of butterflies, reptiles, amphibians and orchids into BirdTrack via the website (in addition to
Dragonflies and Mammals which were available previously).
The BTO say that the additional taxa groups added to BirdTrack in July have been well received
with records for each group being added. Butterflies have seen the greatest number of records
added with over 14,000 so far and some of these have been historical records. Records for
amphibians, reptiles, and orchids have been lower but are always likely be lower due to being less
obvious, and for orchids, the main flowering season has passed. The bulk of the records collected
for the non-avian taxa groups will most likely represent ad-hoc incidental records that would not
have normally made it to the relevant recorders. So this is really positive news.
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If you have not visited BirdTrack before, or since July, on the next page is a screenshot of the
opening screen.

Clicking on the
I button to the
left of the
words My
records
include
……gives the
following
message:
Only tick the
box for those
groups where
you recorded
every species
you saw in
that particular
taxa group.
Only species
from Great
Britain and
Northern
Ireland are
recordable.

On clicking the
green Records
button (bottom
right) the screen
shown opposite
appears.
On typing part of
the name of the
species spotted,
a choice appears
allowing selection
of the species
seen avoiding
having to type the
full name.

The BTO are intending to have a link to iRecord which will enable all the non-avian taxa records to
flow into iRecord and be made available to the relevant Recorders which means not having to
enter data elsewhere. This data exchange is nearing the final stages of testing and the BTO plan
to go live with this project sometime in October.
There is also an improved ‘My Records’ page which shows the number of each taxa recorded
during each visit. This page also has the ability to search the visits by place name and species. In
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the example below I was searching for Silver Studded Blue (I only had to type in “Sil”) and, as
seen, to date I have only one sighting recorded in 2021.

Hopefully, by showing the recent improvements to BirdTrack, more of you will start to use this
method of recording sightings. Although other taxa are not yet included within the App (available
for both Iphone and Android) enter the birds you see whilst out via the App and, on returning home,
edit the records and add in the other taxa. The Surrey County Bird Recorder downloads the
BirdTrack data which is used to produce the Surrey Bird Club annual reports.
The BTO says “We are increasingly looking to integrate BirdTrack data with other BTO monitoring
data. You can play your part by adding your bird records to BirdTrack, either as Complete Lists or
as Casual Records.”

Garden Birdwatch
The BTO are currently continuing with the option for people to participate in Garden BirdWatch
(GBW) without the obligation to support the project financially. This option is online only (so no
paper recording forms nor quarterly Bird Table mailing). There has been ongoing discussion about
whether this could become a permanent part of GBW, and this is something that we hope to be
able to update you with either later in the year or early next year. Work examining the GBW
Chaffinch data is continuing, led by Gavin Siriwardena’s team, and is investigating the possible
causes of the recent declines evident in GBW and BBS data.
Please do remember to keep hygiene practices at garden feeding stations. There is advice,
including factsheets, at www.gardenwildlifehealth.org,. This is the partnership project site that the
BTO is running with IoZ, RSPB and Froglife.

Surveys run in 2021
Ringing
Ringing totals for 2020 in the county can be found at:
https://app.bto.org/ring/countyrec/results2020/ringGBSR2020.htm
.
This gives you the full report of birds ringed in the Surrey area along with re-trapped birds and
recoveries. Where the longevity record is in Surrey you can also drill down to get more information
Over the page is an example of what you can find out if you click on this symbol
hand side of the table.:
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on the right-

As can be
seen from
the
sunburst
chart on the
right, more
Blue Tits
were ringed
in Surrey
than any
other
species

Woodcock
The BTO organised this survey from HQ until 2020 but Penny Williams is now the
Regional Organiser. Most sites are now allocated with a few surveyors being unable to
cover the survey. For this survey you stand at one point for 75 minutes around sunset and
count how many flypasts there are indicating how many Woodcock were flying past at one
time. As you can see, from the results on the next page, the majority of the flypasts
consisted of one bird but, at some sites, there were lots of flypasts.
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Here are the results
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Breeding Waders of Wet Meadows (BWWM)
This is the survey that should have run in 2020 but had to be postponed until this year due
to Covid. The survey consisted of checking out specified sites for any sign of breeding
waders. Three visits were asked for but if Snipe were seen, an evening visit also.
In all the BTO had named 25 sites in Surrey and Allan Goddard, the Regional Organiser
managed to get all but one site covered. Unfortunately no signs of breeding of the various
species were seen but Lapwing were found at 3 of the original BTO sites namely Tice’s
Meadow, Rushett Farm and a plot in Outwood near Redhill. In addition Little Ringed
Plover were seen at Tice’s Meadow. A Snipe was found at a site on the Surrey/Sussex
border when checking out the site but did not remain.
Although the surveys failed to provide any evidence of breeding, showing there is none is
just as important as finding evidence that breeding is taking place. Many thanks to all who
took part.
The Breeding Bird Survey (BBS)
BBS 2021 results summary:
A total of 86 BBS 1km squares were surveyed (with 81 receiving both an early & late visit). Most
early visits were carried out in the second half of April, with most late visits taking place towards
the end of May & early June.
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Total abundance
The total number of individuals recorded across both visits shows our most abundant species were
the usual suspects such as Woodpigeon (recorded on almost all visits), Jackdaw, Blackbird etc.
One of our summer visitors, the Whitethroat, just makes it into the top 30 (with more individuals
being recorded on the Late visit).

The total list (recorded across all BBS Surrey squares) was an impressive 94 species and includes
local rarities such as Dartford Warbler, Woodlark, Lesser Redpoll, Little Owl, Nightingale, Hobby,
Redstart, Sand Martin & Raven. Lucky you if you got any of those on your local survey patch!

Reporting Rates
We can also look at the Reporting Rate for each species. This is the % of visits where the species
was observed in the survey square. For species like the Robin, Blackbird, Carrion Crow,
Woodpigeon we have nearly 100% reporting rates on both the Early & Late visits. The top 15 by
reporting rate looks as follows:
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Most species have quite similar reporting rates across both visits, with a few exceptions. Summer
migrants such as Whitethroat, Swallow, Swift and Garden Warbler all tended to have higher
reporting rates on the Late visit as they arrived and set up territories.

Other species such as Dunnock, Nuthatch, Green Woodpecker and Long-tailed Tit showed a
decline in reporting rate on the second visit. This may be because they are more conspicuous early
on when establishing territories, then on the late visit are busy caring for chicks/fledglings or even
taking time out for a moult.
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Earlier this year I asked my BBS Surveyors to let me know how they got involved. This is what
Simon Batchelor had to say:
I live in Wallington and my local patch is Beddington Farm. I started birdwatching in a general way
in 2010, and after about a year decided that I needed to understand more about what I was seeing.
A friend and I then attended a BTO Bird ID course at Slapton Ley in Devon, combining it with visits
to bird reserves on the journey there and back. Realising that I wanted to know more we then
attended another ID course the following year in Pembrokeshire, this really awakened my desire to
do more to help towards recording what I saw and heard for the benefit of BTO research.
I still did not feel competent to carry
out surveys, and so bought books
and listened to recordings of songs
and calls. A chance comment by
Steve Piotrowski that you should
only try to learn a few bird's calls
and songs a year helped me not to
pressurise myself for not making
enough progress.
In 2014 I joined a surveyor, called
Graham, doing his breeding bird
survey on Mitcham Common, to see
how he went about it and to find out
if I was able to survey on my own.
Things went quite well, and after I
spotted a female Linnet about 50 m
away he said he thought I was
capable of carrying out surveys on
my own, just the confidence boost I
needed.
So, after contacting the BTO and
being put in touch with Penny
Williams, I was allocated two
squares near Dorking,
Linnet by Amy Lew/BTO
Accordingly I have been carrying out Breeding Bird Surveys since 2015. The responsibility of
carrying out accurate and complete surveys has resulted in improving my ability to recognise birds
by sight, call, song and even Jizz.
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I have had the great joy of seeing birds & behaviours that I had never previously witnessed and
witnessed even over such a short period some changes in the birds seen. For instance this year I
saw my first Yellowhammer with a migrating Wheatear near Brockham .
I also enjoy interacting with the public, my site in Brockham includes a working farm, and the
Farmer often stops to tell me what he has seen. On one survey a pair of Ladies of a certain age
were out walking and they stopped to ask what I was doing. I replied that I was doing a Breeding
Bird Survey, they looked at each other & one said "I think we are a bit old for that ", and they
walked off laughing.
Since starting I have done Winter Bird surveys and have just completed a Turtle Dove Survey and
feel that in my small way I am contributing to something important, and would recommend taking
part, to anyone who feels like trying it out. If anyone would like to be mentored I am available.
By the way BTO Surrey maintains a list of those available to mentor so do contact the team if
either you can offer to mentor or would like to be mentored.

Do you have some birding equipment you no longer use
A big thank you to everyone who has already donated to the equipment donation scheme! If you
have a pair of binoculars you no longer use or a bird guidebook that is gathering dust then your
unused or unwanted equipment could be sent to a school, young person or university group,
sharing your passion for birdwatching with the next generation. Consider donating them here:
https://www.bto.org/developyour-skills/birding-basics/bto-equipment-donation-scheme
Penny Williams (details at the end of this newsletter is happy to take your donations if you are
unable to get the equipment to BTO HQ at Thetford.

Learning more about birds
There are many excellent bird identification videos on the BTO website. Take a look here:
https://www.bto.org/develop-your-skills/bird-identification/videos
Do you struggle to tell apart the birds in your garden
based on their song? BTO's Training Manager, Nick
Moran, teaches you which bird is which.
Follow this link
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLFFgJk1PU_B
OgTRKPgVTN-xVs2Xm26djb

It is a really good time of year to start learning bird
song as the number of species singing gradually
increases over the autumn/winter.

The Surrey BBS Practice Course 2022 is being planned at the moment. If you are
interested in attending please contact Penny Williams
Surrey Bird Club field trips
You do not have to be a bird club member to come along although members get priority as places
are limited. These trips will definitely help you with your identification skills.
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Currently attendance on a field trip is only possible if you are allocated one of the available places
(the club tries to have more than one leader for the trip so more places are available in allocated
groups) so please apply for a place.
To apply for a place(s) e-mail Ed Hilton the Field Meetings Officer
(fieldmeetings@surreybirdclub.org.uk ) stating how many places you want to book and supply an
emergency contact number. Alternatively you can phone Ed (07793 025503).
Saturday October 23rd: Farlington Marshes, Portsmouth
Meet at main car park, halfway along entrance road , at 09.30. Grid ref: SU676043, Eastern Rd,
Portsmouth PO6 1SR). Coming down the A3, take the left Lane for Southsea just after you join the
A27. Keep in the left-hand lane down the slip road and turn sharp left immediately after the traffic
lights under a height barrier into the entrance road. For more information on this site please see
this link: Leader: Dudley Cox
Saturday 20th November: Papercourt Marshes, Nr Woking
Meet at 1400 in the car park on Tannery Lane, Send, map reference TQ030563, postcode GU23
7EF.Leader :Carey Lodge.
Sunday December 12th : Holmethorpe
Meet at 9 am in Aquasports car park (Mercers Country Park, Nutfield Marsh Rd, Redhill RH1 4EU).
For more information on this site, see the following link. Wellingtons are advisable. Leaders: Ian
Kehl (07593 532521) and Gordon Hay
Sunday January 23rd 2022: WWT London Wetlands
Meet 9.30 am by main entrance. See the following link for more details. You may have to book
your visit in advance. Leader: Penny Williams
BTO Annual Conference - dates for your 2021 diary
The annual conference was a big hit last year with thousands joining during the week or watching
the sessions on the BTO YouTube channel later. The BTO are excited to be planning another
virtual conference this year, with talks every day from Monday 29 November 2021 until Saturday 4
December 2021. A fascinating series of bird-themed talks will be free to attend and the full
programme will be available soon. Make a note in your diary.

Contributions to this Newsletter please
We would love to include some bird orientated puzzles/crosswords If you can help please contact
any one of the team.
If you know of any events of interest to birders in Surrey and the surrounding area please also let
us know. This newsletter is published twice a year – Spring and Autumn – but we can also let our
members and volunteers know by e-mail if the event does not fit in with the newsletter publication.
The Surrey Team
Website: btosurrey.co.uk
Contact details:
Regional Representative
Penny Williams
Email: penny@btosurrey.co.uk
Tel: 01276 857736 Address: Bournbrook House, Sandpit Hall Road, Chobham, GU24 8HA
Regional Ambassador
Debbie Hodges
Email: debbie@btosurrey.co.uk
Regional Organiser (Herons)
Ray Phillips
Email: ray@btosurrey.co.uk
Regional Organiser (BWWM) Allan Goddard
Email: allan@btosurrey.co.uk
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Garden BirdWatch Ambassador Peter Almond
Email: peter@btosurrey.co.uk
Regional Ambassador
Andrew Lockett
Email: andrew@btosurrey.co.uk
responsible for Website and mapping

